This article presents a feasibility study for retrieving Wikipedia articles matching patents' topics. The long term motivation behind it is to facilitate patent search by enriching patent indexing with relevant keywords found in external (terminological) resources, with their monolingual synonyms and multilingual translations. The similarity between patents and Wikipedia articles is measured using various filtering techniques and patent document sections. The most similar Wikipedia articles happen to be the closest ones to the respective patent in 33% of the cases, otherwise they are within the top 12 ranked articles.
Motivations and Related Work
Patent documents exhibit structure uniformity (Alberts et al., 2011) and have assigned classification codes but patents search is not a trivial task. This is due to the large number of patents available worldwide (forty millions) (Hunt et al., 2007) and the specific language genre. Usually the invention descriptions aim at covering the widest possible application area and are intentionally left very vague. Thus patents do not follow a preestablished terminology but rather are written according to the specific lexicon and style of each inventor (Alberts et al., 2011) . Patent applications are published before the granting decision, therefore their titles and abstracts are intentionally left very general (Adams, 2010a) . Moreover, the internationally used classification hierarchies vary among institutions and are periodically changed.
The present NLP technologies provide insufficient support to patent searchers' needs (Lupu et al., 2011; Adams, 2010a) . Full-text search is the most preferred type of patent search while examining a patent application in order to establish its novelty, patentability, and infringement (Adams, 2010a) . Search is done through iterative attempts, using synonyms in order to catch the alternative expressions each inventor may use to describe the same concept (Hunt et al., 2007) . It is known that it can take up to 40 hours (in average 12) for a specialist to complete the search task for 15 queries in 100 documents, including a minimum of 5 minutes for a single query formulation (Joho et al., 2010) . Another specific requirement is that patent searchers need the highest possible recall because a single relevant missed document can invalidate an otherwise sound patent (Lupu et al., 2011) .
Our original idea is to use Wikipedia as a free, multilingual and constantly updated terminology resource, in order to enrich patent indexing with monolingual term synonyms and their translations in multiple languages. This would allow increasing patent search recall, and it is the solution we propose to recognizing vague and inventorspecific term definitions. Wikipedia is constantly updated; besides the multiple critiques to the reliability of Wikipedia articles 1 , its peer-review nature repays for it (Giles, 2005) . Thus the automatic recognition of relevant to the patent's topic Wikipedia articles is a first experimental step towards enriching patents indexing with Wikipedia terms. As many Wikipedia article titles are homonyms (usually described in disambiguation pages 2 ), full-text article recognition is necessary.
Related Work in NLP for patents. Most of the NLP approaches contributing to patent search have been published in the CLEF-IP 3 , TREC-CHEM 4 tracks, the NTCIR workshops patents tracks for Japanese, and in the PaIR 5 workshops. Lupu et al. (2011) provides a very good overview of the state-of-the-art of IR technologies for patents and how well they respond to the users' needs. Multilinguality in patents search is prevalently addressed by automatically translating whole patents in other languages into the language of the query. The existing approaches tackle a variety of specific patents retrieval tasks, ranging from patents language analysis (Shinmori, 2003) , to patent retrieval evaluation (Lupu et al., 2011) .
Among the closest to ours approaches is Pesenhofer et al. (2011) , who assign new index terms to patents by retrieving relevant Wikipedia Science Portal pages. The difference with our work is that we plan to assign to patents as indexing terms only synonyms specified in the particular Wikipedia articles and translation equivalents from the linked pages, and that their approach takes into consideration only strictly scientific topics. Another relevant work is Magdy and Jones (2011) who generate synonyms for query terms using WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) . Compared to the approaches, currently known to us, the originality of our idea consists in the automatic generation of suggestions for (multilingual) synonyms with assigned similarity scores to be shown to the patentees when they perform patent searches.
Materials Used
The experimental dataset is a subset of patents from MAREC400k that belong to the MAREC corpus 6 . MAREC is a static collection of over 19 million patent documents provided as XML files, unifying 100,000 randomly selected patent applications and granted patents from four main patent authorities: the European Patent Office (EPO), the World Intellectual Property Organization, the US Patent and Trademark Office, and the Japan Patent Office. MAREC has been compiled specifically for NLP/IR/MT research by the IR Facility in Vienna 7 . We use only a subset of MAREC400k, which contains patents in English from the EPO collection, with the following subject categories (according to the International Patents Classification, IPC): A43 -Footwear, A44 -Haberdashery, Juwellery, A45 -Hand or travelling articles, A47 -Furniture and Domestic Articles, G06 -Computing, G07 -Checking Devices, and G09 -Education, Cryptography.
We use only patent documents which contain the sections Description and Claims in addition to the patent Invention title and Abstract. A human judge collected our experimental corpus. He was asked to go manually through the patents, decide the topics and assign the most relevant Wikipedia articles to each of the patent documents as a whole, and to each of the patents' paragraphs, including claims. For this reason, in this experiment we use a restricted number of fifteen patent documents within the above-mentioned categories with length between 4 and 30 pages. It is known that most terms characterizing the invention are contained in the invention description and in the patent claims, while the patent title, abstract, and the context of the problem contain only very general information (2010a; 2010b).
In our experiment we used Wikipedia articles from the English Wikipedia. The corpus contains: (i) manually identified articles discussing the topics of the selected patents, with the best similarity match to the patents topics, 1-3 per patent (29); (ii) manually selected Wikipedia pages as distractors (articles discussing topic similar but not the same as the patent's ones), 2-20 per patent (153), and (iii) randomly selected Wikipedia articles (6,747).
All Wikipedia articles and patents are preprocessed within the GATE framework (Cunningham et al., 2011) , (Cunningham et al., 2002) , using the ANNIE processing resources (Cunningham et al., 2002) . The XML-and MediaWiki-markups are ignored, the text is lemmatized and the calculation of similarity is done on lemmas only. Stopwords were marked and later we made experiments with both corpora -documents containing stopwords and documents with removed stopwords.
Experiments Design and Results
Our study includes identifying the closest Wikipedia article match with the currently processed patent document.
As often there are Wikipedia pages with homonym titles, the "closest" article cannot be identified only by its title, e.g. seat (where one sits) vs SEAT (a car brand). In order to overcome homonym titles disambiguation, our approach uses the whole text of the Wikipedia articles, the patent document description, the patent categories and the patent claims. After calculating the similarity between a number of patent texts (or patent parts) and Wikipedia pages, we check if the closest match automatically identified by our method, corresponds to the closest match previously identified by a human judge.
Experiment 1 -Patent descriptions vs Wikipedia articles. To determine the best method for text similarity calculation, we performed several experiments with different algorithms for calculating the semantic distance between patent description texts and Wikipedia articles. We used the DKPro Similarity Framework (Bär et al., 2012) and applied most of the similarity measures available there, among which are WordNGramJaccard measure, ExactStringMatch comparator, JaroSecondString comparator, JaroWinklerSecondString comparator, LevenshteinSecondString comparator, and LongestCommonSubstring comparator. The best results were obtained with the classical CosineSimilarity measure. We used it in the study presented here.
A round of experiments has been done without using a stopwords list. The similarity was calculated on the basis of the words' lemmas. Although the highest similarity scores were quite close to 1, the results were rather discouraging, the documents having high scores were often not similar to the patents at all and the manually assigned as "most similar" documents were not given a high score. This is why we decided to use a stop word list in the further experiments, and it proved to be a better choice.
We made 2 separate runs of the similarity calculations. In Run 1 we measured the semantic distance between patent descriptions and a number of manually selected Wikipedia articles, annotated with the boolean values -similar or distractor. The results are illustrated in Table 1 , Run 1, for each patent description. The 2nd column shows the position where the manually pre-defined "most similar" pages appeared among the top 20 highly ranked relevant Wikipedia pages. In all cases, except for the 11th patent, the "most similar" pages are recognised, and in the 3rd, 7th, 8th and 13th case they have the highest ranking. In the 4th and 12th cases, one of the Wikipedia articles was given highest score and in the rest of the cases the correct articles were with lower rank but still within the top 20 results. Unfortunately we see that the Wikipedia pages, intentionally selected as distractors, appear as highly similar documents as well, which means that the mere computation of similarity using bag-of-words techniques at this level is insufficient to ensure proper disambiguation.
In Run 2 we added some 6,747 randomly selected Wikipedia pages to the set of manually annotated pages. Many of these documents were given pretty high similarity score although they were irrelevant. Often they were about people, geographic locations and landmarks which are irrelevant to the patent data. We decided to remove such pages before running the similarity algorithm. We filtered them by their Wikipedia category and we ended up with 1,465 randomly selected Wikipedia pages. We note that the Wikipedia category tree is not consistently developed and it is not trivial to select all categories matching these types of articles thus some might be omitted. By augmenting the set of Wikipedia articles our goal was to check whether the algorithms will perform consistently and will assign higher score to the same pages as it did in the first run. The results are shown on Table 1, Run 2. We see that for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 12th and 13th patent the results are the same as in the case of the manually selected Wikipedia pages. For some cases there are slight shifts in the ranking, and for patent #11, the "most similar" pages do not appear at all among the top 20 closest documents in both Run 1 and Run 2. As a reason for that we see that the patent text is rather a functional description of the entertainment machine and the closest Wikipedia articles explain about the history and application of the entertainment machines.
The upper part of Table 2 shows the similarity scores calculated for the patent EP-0073116-A2 Integrated data processing circuits and the Wikipedia pages. The full patent text can be seen at the EPO site. The manually selected matching pages from Wikipedia are in bold. They appear in the top ranked results but without significantly higher similarity score. In addition to the manually selected pages here Asynchronous circuit and Intel MCS-51 appear with very high similarity score. Indeed they are similar to the topic because Intel MSC-51 is an implementation of integrated circuit and asynchronous circuit is also type of integrated circuit -sequential digital logic circuit. This is an example of gathering new potential indexing keyterms. The articles Clock and Multiplication have also been given pretty high score. Although the expert did not select them as closest matches to this patent, he did select them as "most similar" to some of the patent paragraphs, which means that they are also true positives and are appropriate to describe this patent.
The lower part of We decided to use patents categories and Wikipedia texts, rather than the opposite (patent description and Wikipedia categories), because the IPO categorical tree is precisely elicited and the categories which are assigned to each patent are carefully chosen to make the patent easy to retrieve during search. Whereas Wikipedia categories are not really strictly organised and the depth of the categorical tree varies a lot from branch to branch. In Wikipedia it is very common that some articles on a topic, which is not popular, have only few categories listed (one or two), even if there are many other appropriate ones existing. In the same time articles like Barack Obama have 50 assigned categories. The process of assigning categories to patents is somehow better regulated.
We tested also this approach with and without using stop words and again only when we removed the stop words we could obtain meaningful results. The categories files are rather short, containing essential information and removing the stop words emphasises even more the keywords they contain. The presented results are only from the experiment when stop words are removed. We measured the similarity between the patent categories and the whole set of Wikipedia articles including manually selected and randomly added ones. The results are shown on Table 1 , run 3.
Experiment 3 -Patent claims vs Wikipedia articles. We took also a third perspective in measuring the similarity between these two types of documents. We extracted all patent claims (varying between 4 and 36 per document) and preprocessed them as regular text documents. These differ from the patent description as they contain the synthesized essence of the invention, in bullet points, while the patents description contains also an overview of the problem background, and it is thus much more general. We applied the same similarity measure between these lemmatized texts and the whole collection of Wikipedia articles including the manually and randomly selected ones. The results, obtained after stop words removal, are presented on Table 1 , Run 4.
Experiment 4 -Comparison of patent subsections with full text Wikipedia articles. The aim is to (i) find better matches to specific document sub-parts, describing specific techniques or methods, which may be used in other inventions. And thus adding new keywords describing these sub-parts, we augment the chance that the patent searcher will find those in order to prevent any infringement of the rights of previous patents. On the other hand, (ii) test if this helps to improve the match of the whole document to Wikipedia articles. Our hypothesis is that the description paragraphs would have more diverse matches than the claims, as manual analysis has shown that each claim tends to be more precise and mentions several times the object of the invention. Thus, by splitting the descriptions into paragraphs, we expect to find more Wikipedia article matches to the same patent. Further, a human judge has manually identified the best matches for some claims or paragraphs, to test if the short text of a paragraph is enough to have similarity between it and the appropriate Wikipedia article.
The motivation for this approach is that it often happens, that the same invention has parts describing specific and very concrete technologies, borrowed from other fields. For example, a patent application, describing a technology improving integrated data processing circuits (patent reference number EP-0073116-A2), can contain paragraphs, discussion specifically multiplication specificities, and clocks, operating with phase difference. While a patent application, discussing a spring seat invention (patent reference number EP-0090622-A1), can include paragraphs, discussing the interactions between human's ischial tuberosities with seating surfaces, or using webbing and clamps in a specific way to keep together parts of the invention. As, sometimes, the claims of a patent may contain these specific technologies, as part of the invention, it is necessary to check if they have not been used in previously granted patent applications or, if used, whether mentioning them in the claim can infringe previous patents rights. We consider that retrieving more patents, discussing these topics, will assist patent specialists in reviewing all possible applications which are related to this invention.
Initially we set-up a paragraph to be any sequence of characters between two new lines. These turned to be often very short, sometimes section titles and in general not informative enough to have a meaningful comparison with a full Wikipedia article. The results were rather discouraging and then we set up a minimum paragraph size of 500 chars. Thus paragraphs which were shorter than 500 chars were added to the next paragraph. In this Run again removing the stop words gave better results.
The obtained similarity scores between patent paragraphs and Wikipedia articles resemble quite a lot to the results obtained from the full patent descriptions and Wikipedia articles. The manually selected "most similar" Wikipedia articles are ranked within the top 20 results, however it is hard to distinguish them from the distractor articles. Indeed some Wikipedia articles which are similar with concrete paragraphs receive higher similarity score in this experiment, but it turns that they receive high similarity score also with the whole patent description. Some of the results are shown on Table 3 . The expert has selected Multiplication and Clock as "most similar" pages to the 3rd paragraph of the patent however the rest of the top ranked articles are also true positives.
Experiment 5 -Combined patent parts vs Wikipedia articles. After running all comparisons of the separate patent parts we observed the results and decided to combine these parts and compare them once again to all Wikipedia articles. We made two separate runs. Once we combined only the patent description and claims because we noticed that the results when using these two parts (Run 1,2 and 3) are more consistent that the ones obtained by the patent categories (Run 4). Then we combined also patent categories, description and claims (Run 6). We observed the change in the similarity score and ranking between the patents and the manually selected Wikipedia matches. The results from this experiment are presented on Table 1 , Run 5 and Run 6.
Experiment 6 -Weighted Scoring of Wikipedia articles. To filter out the results obtained from all these experiments we calculated the weight of each Wikipedia article according to each patent, using the score obtained by the similarity algorithm and the number of times a Wikipedia article is ranked among the top 20 ones:
where n is the number of experiments, i.e. n=5 excluding Run 1 (without stopwords).
This way we give preference to the articles which appear more often than the others in the top results and to the ones with higher score. Although this technique is rather simple it allowed us to restrict the true positives within the top 12 results. In 8 of the cases they were within the top 5 results. We would like to mention that the fact that some manually selected Wikipedia articles appear with lower rank, often means that there are other very similar articles which were not selected by the human judge as such, and they appear with higher rank, and they are also appropriate to be used for indexing of that patent.
Discussion and conclusion
The results on Table 1 show the change in the ranking of the "most similar" manually selected Wikipedia articles when calculating similarity between different parts of the patents and Wikipedia articles. In Run 1 only 156 Wikipedia articles are used, in Run 2 -10 times more (1 465), and there are still only slight differences in the ranking of the "most similar" articles in both runs. This stability in the performance of the cosine similarity algorithm in this task is encouraging for applying it for even bigger data sets. We see that the Wikipedia articles, which receive high similarity score and rank to some patent, retain it in all experiments (with claims, description, combined). The only experiment which gives somehow inconsistent results is (Run 3) where we map patent categories to Wikipedia articles. This must be due to the fact that patent categories are short expressions with rather general wording. Thus our feasibility study shows that the identification of the closest match is possible, but it is difficult to distinguish between closest and close results. In general the results are promising since the recall in patent search is more important than the precision, and thus the noise is not so disturbing. However much work remains to be done for improving the computation paradigm and refining the precision. Further, we aim at extracting synonyms and translation equivalents to enrich patents indexing, and this requires additional experiments with real users.
Another challenge is to elaborate the initial filtering of the Wikipedia articles in order to better restrict the categories of Wikipedia pages. For instance, pages for cities, states and provinces contain long descriptions about industries, communications etc. and therefore they might be identified as "similar" to various patents, so it is be reasonable to remove such pages from the experiment at all. Future work includes also experiments with assigning weight to the words in the patent description and claims, and processing multiword expressions. Last but not least, employment of multilinguality in decision making regarding similarity is possible as well. Wikipedia is multilingual and patents contain titles and abstracts in several languages, so patent fragments in another language can be used to calculate similarity with Wikipedia pages in the corresponding language.
